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2.2 Being an “Oligarch” in the Armenian Way

Yulia Antonyan

Oligarchs and oligarchy result from extreme concentrations 
of wealth (and wealth’s power) in private hands. 

This implies that where such stratification is absent, oligarchs 
and oligarchy are also absent.

J. A. Winters, Oligarchy 

Introduction
In this chapter, we are going to discuss the new post-Soviet elite 

of Armenia, which is still in the process of social and cultural crys-
tallization and which is known under the cumulative and integrative 
name of “oligarchy” in Armenia. This term is applied largely, with-
out any particular limitations. One can find this term in the mass 
media, daily conversations of ordinary people, posted in social net-
works. It is quite understandable to everyone, and for this reason 
no one makes an effort to explain what he/she means when using it. 
Thus, the article discussing the levels of education of the “oligarch 
members of the Armenian Parliament” lists very different people 
(businessmen, politicians, military persons) as oligarchs.1 In other 

1 “Օլիգարխ-պատգամավորներից ո՞վ ինչ կրթություն է ստացել” (What 
education have oligarch members of Parliament received?), at:  http://news-
book.am/?p=16931&l=am/oligarx-patgamavornericvov+inch+krtutyun+e+sta-
cel 
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mass media articles, this term is expanded to regional governors 
(marzpets), mayors, members of local city councils and more or less 
big businessmen who have some power in a region, a city or even a 
village. If we tried to define criteria, we would end up with a mess. 
What makes a person an “oligarch” in Armenia? Money? Definitely, 
one of the basic characteristics of oligarchy is its enormous wealth. 
But does տհիս wealth have limits? The fortunes of some of those 
called “oligarchs” are rather modest compared to the others, whereas 
others possess almost inexhaustible cash resources. D. Petrosyan in 
his article on Armenian oligarchs suggests the following definition: 
“Oligarchs in Armenia are individuals who live in the country and 
hold exceptional financial power (in comparison with the majority 
of inhabitants) and quite often a monopoly of power over a par-
ticular economic sphere” (Petrosyan 2013: 11). The author of an-
other piece of research on oligarchs interprets them as “Armenian 
big businessmen” (Shahnazaryan 2003: 2). What else may be char-
acteristic for the Armenian oligarchs? Personal power and political 
influence? The personal power held by some of them does not go 
beyond the borders of their district, town or region; however, oth-
ers have created empires in the territories occupied or influenced by 
their businesses, personal authority and power. In pursue of wealth 
and power, some of them have evolved from politicians to business-
men, while others have transitioned in the opposite direction: from 
businessmen to politicians. There is however a feature that unites 
all those who are called “oligarchs” in Armenia. It is an ability to 
exert a combination of economic, political, social mobilization and 
coercion power for personal and clan benefits that makes one an 
“oligarch” in Armenia. I suggest this as a working definition that 
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will be refined and explained further in the text. 
A few comments should be made regarding the specifics of the 

usage of this term in Armenia. Firstly, the term “oligarch” has rath-
er negative connotations and usually evokes negative meanings and 
images. It is often combined with the adjective “criminal” and the 
mass media has applied it mostly in a critical, pejorative and even 
derisive manner. Because of the behavioral characteristics of most 
representatives of this group, the term “oligarch” is associated with 
a low level of education, uncivilized manners, and a lust for luxury 
and vaunting. My interlocutors divided oligarchs onto “typical oli-
garchs” and “those who do not look like oligarchs” because of their 
modesty, education and good manners. 

And secondly, this does not appear as the self-definition of per-
sons known as “oligarchs”. “Oligarchs” usually avoid defining them-
selves like this. For example, one of them, a businessmen and Mem-
ber of Parliament Samvel Aleksanyan, also known as (hereinafter 
“aka”) “Lfik Samo” has widely claimed that he is not an oligarch. 
This claim was mocked in the mass media, since even the Wikipedia 
article on him characterizes him as one. Another oligarch, Ruben 
Hayrapetyan aka “Nemets Rubo” said in the interview that he is not 
an oligarch and he does not even know what this word means.1 The 
term “oligarch” appears rather as an etic definition of a limited group 
of people, very different by their social descent and cultural charac-
teristics (that is why many refuse to call them “elite”)2, but who have 

1 Interview of Ruben Hayrapetyan given to a journalist Seda Mavyan (Nouvelles 
d’Armenie), see: http://www.lragir.am/print/arm/0/country/print/70929 
2 J.A. Winters, referred further in this article, insists on a differentiation be-
tween elites and oligarchs. His argumentation is based on the different forms 
of power these two categories exert, nonmaterial and material corresponding-
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one thing in common – power and control over the resources that put 
them on top of others. 

Sociologist G. Derluguian has made a brief sketch of groups of 
those whom he called the “new capitalists” in the post-Soviet space. 
He divided them into three groups according to their class descent 
described “in terms of social space or class dispositions or habitus:” 
the nomenklatura capitalists, the successful intelligentsia, and the 
“smuggling tycoons” or criminals who made use of the political 
and economic situation (Derluguian 2004: 155). I would stick to 
this scheme in the characteristics of Armenian oligarchs with a few 
changes and clarifications. 

The material for this chapter was extracted from various sources. 
I have to confess that I failed to interview any of the oligarchs men-
tioned here. I couldn’t find ways to reach them, as they do not pro-
vide interviews or give them in very rare cases. Some acquaintances 
of mine boasted their familiarity with some oligarchs, but when I 
asked them to mediate the possibility of meeting those oligarchs, my 
acquaintances invented millions of reasons for not doing so. In some 
cases, their familiarity with oligarchs proved to be exaggerated, in 
other cases they were afraid I would ask the wrong questions, and 
none of them wanted to make enemies with such powerful persons. 
Instead, I managed to interview people who had known oligarchs in 
some periods of their lives. I also spoke to some journalists and pol-
iticians who have first-hand information on oligarchs and oligarchic 
clans, I conversed with people who serve them or might observe 

ly. (Winters 2008: 12-13). This idea is very close to the opinion expressed by 
many Armenian intellectuals. I argue that oligarchs are elites because of being 
the true “ruling class” in Armenia, by Mosca’s definition of elites (Mosca 1994: 
187-197). 
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them during feasts or leisure time, I gathered rumors, stories, anec-
dotal cases, jokes about oligarchs through personal communication, 
mass media1 and online social spaces (Facebook, Livejournal, etc.). 
I followed tabloids that feature photos and news related to oligarchs’ 
private lives. And, in addition, I used official sources of information 
such as official biographies, official reports of incomes, recordings 
of official interviews and press conferences, speeches and media 
coverage of electoral campaigns, Parliamentary sessions, etc. All 
this allowed me to construct a more or less integrated picture of what 
can be called the “ethnography and sociology of oligarchic life”.    

But before being enmeshed into the details of the ethnograph-
ic description of the Armenian oligarchy, I feel that it is important 
to make some theoretical references concerning the term “oligarch” 
and its use in the sociological and anthropological context.

The term “oligarchy” comes from Ancient Greece. Originally, its 
meaning (“the rule of a few”) was not any different from that of 
nowadays. But it needs more detailed definition in the sociological 
context of different historical epochs and cultural backgrounds. In 
this respect, J. A. Winters made an excellent analysis of the forms 
and cases of the application of this term. He attempted to make a 
definition of oligarchs as “actors who command and control massive 
resources that can be deployed to defend or enhance their personal 
wealth and exclusive social position” (Winters 2011: 6). Pondering 
the sources of oligarchy, Winters pays much attention to material 
power that is based on wealth. In general, he identifies five resourc-

1 I want to mention the website of the Association of Investigative Journalists Hetq 
(“Trace”) at www.hetq.am, which was very helpful with their highly qualified and 
informative publications. 
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es of power: power based on political rights, the power of official 
positions in government or at the helm of organizations, coercive 
power, mobilization power and material power. He argues that first 
four power resources produce elites and only the last one produces 
oligarchs (Winters 2011: 12-13).  

M. Mann when identifying the four main sources of power (ideo-
logical, economic, military and political relationships) (Mann 1986: 
2) mentions that societies “consist of the multiple overlapping and 
intersecting sociospatial networks of power” (Mann 1986: 1). Such 
an intersection of the different types of power in social and economic 
spaces allows us to match elites and oligarchy. Metaphorically, fol-
lowing this approach, we may say that Armenian society (in a very 
conditional dimension of this term) is covered by multiple networks 
of power, and those junctions or knots where threads of almost all 
types of power intersect can be marked by the names of “oligarchs”, 
no matter how big these knots are. 

Based upon these classifications, I would suggest my own ver-
sion of the four types of power, characteristic of the Armenian oli-
garchs: economic, that is power of money, property and industrial 
or trade monopolies, political that is power of representation in gov-
ernmental structures, social mobilization power as the possession 
of the strong social capital in a form of kinship and other types of 
social relations network, and coercion power as the ability to pro-
tect oneself, enforce one’s interests, fight competitors or punish of-
fenders by means of armed semi-criminal bands of so called “body-
guards”. Through political and social mobilization forms of power, 
oligarchs establish themselves as elites, and political elites develop 
into oligarchs by accumulating material resources acquired together 
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with their high positions in the government. Thus, being promoted 
to the top-managerial positions in ministries or gaining membership 
in parliament or municipal councils, a politician “inherits” shares in 
businesses formally belonging to or run by (if this is related to mu-
nicipal services), mediating persons (it can be e.g. a monthly income 
from several mini-buses). Therefore, corruption and protectionism 
helps him to create material foundations for further defending and 
enhancing his power as an oligarch. 

A brilliant historical analysis of oligarchy’s rule was presented by 
R. Lachmann in his essay about Florence of the epoch of the Renais-
sance (Lachmann 2000: 41-92). It demonstrates well that oligarchic 
rule is an ambiguous process. At the stage of formation of oligarchic 
capitals it may provide unique opportunities for economic, political 
and cultural uplift, as occurred in Florence, but in the long run it 
appears to be perilous in all terms, as the necessity of keeping up 
incomes and achieved statuses, low flexibility of oligarchic financial 
and business structures, and serious cleaves and clashes between the 
oligarchy and other citizens leads to the collapse of the state.

Who are the Armenian oligarchs?
This is not a mere question of definition, but rather an issue of 

social and cultural genealogy. An analysis of the lists of those who 
are usually called oligarchs in people’s conversations or mass media 
articles1 and their official and unofficial biographies helps to come 

1 Articles referring to oligarchy and its representatives in Armenia usually provide 
concrete names of oligarchs, e.g. a series of publications under the general name 
“The Robbers of Armenia” (Грабители Армении), written by a group of Russian 
journalists based on interviews with Smbat Karakhanyan, the head of the Arme-
nian National Club “Miabanutyun”, a Russia-based Armenian organization. 
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up with several types of oligarchic persons. The very last list of oli-
garchs (around 50 persons) was published in an oppositional call 
for rallies and protests against the oligarchy immediately after the 
4-day war in Karabakh, in April 20161. The list contains the names 
of the wealthiest politicians and entrepreneurs who are known to be 
“oligarchs”. This list mainly corresponds to lists I was given by tens 
of informants, though it may evoke some controversies regarding 
one name or the other. Among the enlisted persons, one can find 
businessmen who possess and run most of the Armenian economic 
spectrum (enterprises and properties in the sphere of industry, trade, 
tourism and entertainment) and who have come to hold positions 
in the government (Members of Parliament and other officials) us-
ing their economic and force resources. The other group consists of 
high-ranking politicians or militaries personnel (parties and army 
leaders) benefiting from their positions and coming into business 
through the political resource of power. Unlike the former, who 
present the image of being businessmen, the latter position them-
selves mostly or only as politicians or state employees. These two 
groups are competing and relatively independent of each other, al-
though they may form alliances during election campaigns or other 
political processes. And the third group encompasses those who may 
occasionally become a parliamentary or governmental official, but 
are mostly known as “relatives” (siblings, parents, children, spouses, 
relatives-in-law, members of the clan, etc.) of the first two groups. 
They formally take a subordinate position towards their patrons, but 

1 “250 մլն դոլար՝ օլիգարխներից. պահանջ-երթ՝ ապրիլի 22-ին” (“Let us 
demand 250 million dollars from oligarchs: protest march on April 22”,  http://
www.a1plus.am/1448852.html 
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in fact centralize significant sources of administrative and economic 
power in their hands and can even compete in power and wealth 
with their patrons, i.e. representatives of the first two groups (like А. 
Sargsyan, the brother of the incumbent president of Armenia). There 
are also two churchmen in this list: Archbishop Navasard Kchoy-
an and Catholicos Garegin II who are constantly accused of having 
close relationships with oligarchs or leaders of the criminal world. 
The list contains mostly male names with the exception of two fe-
males: Hranush Hakobyan, the Minister of the Diaspora, and Her-
mine Naghdalyan, the Deputy Speaker of the Parliament1.   

In order to better understand the social and cultural characteris-
tics of the Armenian oligarchy as a social group, we would have to 
trace back to their social origins. It would be logical to assume that 
the previous communist party officials gradually took all economic 
levers in their hands, as occurred in some post-socialist countries 
(Verdery 1996: 211). However, this did not happen in Armenia. 
There are only a few businessmen and politicians descending from 
the young generation of the middle and lower level of the nomenkla-
tura, who could make use of resources and capacities provided by 
their positions (social capital, property and financial means)2. The 
previous and incumbent presidents of Armenia (Robert Kochary-
1 The research on the Armenian oligarchy by N. Shahnazaryan, conducted in 2003, 
stated that “all Armenian oligarchs are men” (Shahnazaryan 2003: 2). It seems 
that gender stereotypes are currently changing and women may also be “seen” as 
oligarchs. 
2 Their social capital (liaisons in Moscow and among the high ranking party offi-
cials) turned to be useless in post-communist times and their financial savings dis-
appeared during the monetary reform. A significant part of the previous partocratic 
and administrative elite left Armenia during the “cold and dark” years (the early 
90s) after having privatized and capitalized their properties acquired in the Soviet 
times due to their privileged positions  (apartments, country houses). 
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an, Serzh Sargsyan) are good examples of such “oligarchs”. They 
would have made their careers as party functionaries had the Sovi-
et Union not collapsed. Instead, the Karabagh movement and war 
offered good opportunities to them to succeed as politicians who 
concentrated a huge amount of power in their hands. There are sev-
eral circulating versions of how it happened in reality1, but none 
of them is verified by any official source. In the meantime, high 
ranking Communist party officials were excluded from the political 
processes of the early 90s and most of them left a country that had 
fallen into deep economic crisis because of the war and blockade. 
The attempt of return to the politics of the previous party nomen-
klatura (personified by Karen Demirchyan, first secretary of the Ar-
menian Communist Party) in 1998  after having a rather good start, 
nevertheless failed at the end for several reasons that I am not going 
to discuss here. However, some continuity with the Soviet past took 
place in cases when current oligarchs originated from families of 
the leaders of clandestine economy, the so-called “tsekhoviks” (e.g. 
Albert Sukiasyan aka Grzo) and the industrial and administrative 
nomenklatura consisting of the directors and managers of plants and 
industrial enterprises of the Soviet type (Hrant Vardanyan, Ruben 
Hayrapetyan, Khachatur Sukiasyan). After the collapse of the Soviet 
economy, the latter managed to privatize the enterprises they previ-
ously ran for nothing, and operated them successfully. 

Another way of coming into wealth and power was the Karabakh 
war, which promoted to power positions those who managed to ben-
efit politically and economically from it through a system of eco-

1 Some of those versions imply their involvement in criminal activities, treachery 
and fraud while they were climbing the political ladder. 
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nomic preferences (Iskandaryan 2011: 22; Iskandaryan 2013: 458), 
whether they really participated in the military actions, or just re-
vealed themselves as so-called “asfalti fidai”1. The nickname of “as-
falti fidai” (literally “the pavement fighters”) was given to those who 
made their primary capital through plunder and violence, pretending 
to be members and even commanders of the National Army units. 
Military resources, force power and methods of violence turned 
them into a sort of “violent entrepreneur” as described by V. Volkov 
in his study of violent entrepreneurship in Russia. Oligarchs special-
ized in the “violent entrepreneurship” economically and politically 
control entire regions, in formal (as governors) or informal (through 
patronizing relationships, protection or rather “security” for loyalty 
and shares in businesses) ways. 

All three presidents of independent Armenia also built their career 
during the Karabagh movement and war. Levon Ter-Petrosyan was 
one of activists of the movement. Robert Kocharyan was presidents 
of the Karabagh Republic and Serzh Sargsyan was of the organizers 
of self-defence battles in Karabakh, then the Minister of Defence of 
RA, and both were promoted to the position of Prime Minister of 
Armenia. As they supported the careers of a number of officials of 
Karabagh origin, people started to talk about the Karabagh oligar-
chic clan that conquered Armenia and appropriated its resources2. 

Not every type of social or physical capital accumulated in Soviet 

1 Վար Դան Հովհաննիսյան, Արդյո՞ք ովքեր են ասֆալտի ֆիդայինները, 
(Var Dan Hovhannisyan, Who are “asfalti fidai”?), see at: http://blognews.am/arm/
news/32947/ardyoq-ovqer-en-asfalti-fidayinery.html
2 In reality, the number of politicians and oligarchs of Karabagh origin is not that 
big and it is definitely not bigger than that of those coming from other provinces 
of Armenia. 
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times has turned to be useless. Some oligarchs are descendants of 
the so-called “authorities” that informally led and controlled local 
neighborhoods, or rather the male networks in these neighborhoods. 
They are rather traditional Italian “mafia” type leaders of criminal 
or semi-criminal networks who were involved in illegal trade, pro-
duction and services in Soviet times, and who made use of their 
social capital by mediating business relationships, fixing conflicts, 
and getting power positions in local city councils or regional or cen-
tral government in independent Armenia. In the late Soviet times, 
they were tightly interconnected and associated with the criminal 
sphere, although almost none of current Armenian oligarchs have 
been known as real “thieves-at-law”. (“orenqov gogh”)1. However, 
they followed a specific way of life regulated by an informal law 
prioritizing and conceptualizing such specific notions as honor, truth 
- rules that are common for both criminal and street cultures in Ar-
menia (Ponomaryova 2014: 46-48). The “oligarch” Mher Sedrakyan 
aka Tokhmakhi Mher exemplifies this type of oligarch.2 In the early 
post-Soviet times, such leaders or “authorities” immediately became 
mediators and controllers of the omnipresent and spontaneous street 
1 Thieves-at-law were removed from the economic and political field of Armenia 
in the early 90s by Vano Siradeghyan, the Minister of Internal Affairs at that time. 
It was reminiscent of the elimination campaign against the mafia in Italy of the 
late 20s and early 30s (Volkov 2012:45-46). Vano, as people called him, declared 
a true war against the criminal authorities, despite the fact that some of them were 
smuggling arms for the Karabakh war. In the end, Vano himself was declared an 
outlaw, although he managed to escape arrest and flee. 
2 In an interview, Mher Sedrakyan stressed that the most important thing for him is 
“honor” (“pativ”, “tasib”), he was known as “tasibov tgha” (an honorable guy). He 
also spoke in detail about his early “career” as an informal leader of male “broth-
erhoods” or bands (“taghi heghinakutyun”), which seemed to have played a crucial 
role in his further promotion as a mayor of the district community. See http://news.
am/arm/news/178020.html  
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trade, or the so-called “table trade” (Ponomaryova 2014: 23-24, Ta-
devosyan 2011: 82-83). However, those street authorities (or their 
revious protégés) who managed to make a fortune and political ca-
reer as well as legalize their businesses grew opposed to them, de-
spite the fact that they kept “talking in the same language” of norms 
and values. 

But most of the current oligarchs and the most powerful among 
them seem to be random “parvenus” (Gagik Tsarukyan, Samvel Al-
exanyan, Ruben Hayrapetyan, etc.), originating in the lower strata of 
society, without even being remarkable representatives of the crim-
inal and street worlds, though possibly being in close relationship 
with some of them. They are those who were rather young at the time 
of the collapse of the Soviet Union, who held mobile and mediating 
positions at that time, not requiring special professional skills: pre-
vious drivers, workers, security persons, policemen, suppliers, etc., 
and who had access to some important resources (transport, fuel, 
electricity, land, goods of first priority) directly or through patron-
izing relationships with others (relatives, friends, godfathers, etc.). 
Before the Perestroika and partial legalization of private business, 
some of the generation of oligarchs born in the late 50s and early 60s 
had participated in clandestine economic activities, meaning illegal 
manufacturing of goods and trade, the so-called “tsekhs”. These 
clandestine economic networks used to intertwine with other social 
and kinship networks in Armenia and the other republics of the Cau-
casus and this guaranteed secrecy, flexibility and the economic suc-
cess of those networks. In the late 80s and with the beginning of the 
Karabagh war, and the disintegration of the previous Soviet space, 
they quickly turned into financial adventurers and small/medium 
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traders making use of the resources to which they had access. People 
may tell different stories of how each of them made their capital in 
“those years” (the early 90s), but most of them agreed that it was due 
to the monopolization of some emergency goods’ import and trade 
during the crisis years at least at the local level (petrol, oil, wheat, 
sugar, other emergency food, etc.) or through having access to the 
corrupt privatization of properties such as land, some profitable in-
dustries and productions like cement, beer, alcohol (wine, vodka, co-
gnac), textile, transport, etc. at a tiny, almost symbolic price1. After 
they made their primary capital, they built on it by entering into ad-
ministrative positions like mayors, city councilors (“avagani”), etc. 
and then directly to the government of the country, simultaneously 
monopolizing all important positions in the government structure 
(e.g. the prime-minister’s son gets the mayor’s position, his son-in-
law is appointed the head of a regional tax inspection office, etc.). 

In fact, trade also accounts for most of the oligarchs’ incomes 
today. Moreover, direct involvement into power structures makes 
it possible to get such privileges as monopolies for trading special 
types of goods (flour, sugar, petrol, medication, etc.). As a result, 
wholesale trade belongs to the oligarchy, while retail trade remains 
for the lower strata, which are fully dependent on the oligarchs. In 
this way, this corresponds to K. Polanyi’s statements on social distri-
bution of trade in archaic societies (Polanyi 1957: 299). 

However, besides the monopolies in trade, one can hear a lot 

1 According to D. Petrosyan, “Voucher privatization resulted in the concentration 
of Armenia’s almost entire national wealth in the hands of 45–50 families. Accord-
ing to different evaluations, these families now control 54–70% of the country’s 
national wealth (according to Forbes, 44 families in Armenia control 52% of the 
GDP)”. (Petrosyan 2013: 13)
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about the other sources of illegal income of the Armenian oligarchs; 
for example, many people mention corruption and appropriation of 
state money by directly pillaging the state budget as well as trans-
ferring huge sums of money to companies belonging to oligarchs or 
members of their families as payment for services never or badly 
offered. As information on state incomes and expenses is open and 
available to everyone, many people including journalists ask ques-
tions about unjustified waste of excessive amounts of money for 
luxury or insignificant purchases and unnecessary services or cases 
of clear conflicts of interest which remain without a response or re-
action on the part of the government. The yearly tax returns of top 
state officials bear witness to amounts far exceeding real possible in-
comes that may be calculated given their salaries and declared prop-
erties. As formally a state official has no right to engage in business, 
many of them re-register their enterprises and properties under the 
names of their wives, children, parents, siblings and relatives-in-law. 
Thus, according to the tax returns, the wives of Hovik Abrahamyan 
(the Prime Minister), Gagik Beglaryan (Minister of Transport and 
former Mayor of Yerevan), Samvel Alexanyan (Member of Parlia-
ment), Gagik Khachatryan (Minister of Finance and former Head 
of the State Revenue Committee) claim to be richer than their hus-
bands1, while most of them do not even have a particular job. How-
ever, given the official information on the tax returns of oligarchs 
and their wives, one can only come to a conclusion regarding the 
sources of income, properties and financial capacities of oligarchs. 
Almost all important industries in Armenia that make up the lion’s 

1 See some mass media coverage of this issue at: http://blog.1in.am/blog/75465.
html, http://wnews.am/2015/11/27/kanayq/ .
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share of internal consumption and export belong to the oligarchs, 
and are divided and monopolized by them. Some regional branches 
of agriculture are known to be monopolized by oligarchs. For exam-
ple, Hovik Abrahamyan in person or through his relatives possesses 
or controls almost all industries of wine-growing and wine-making, 
fish cultivation, and food processing in the Ararat marz, Gagik Tsa-
rukyan has monopolized potato growing in the Gegharkunik marz 
and almost all main agricultural and other industries of Kotayk 
marz, etc. According to official and unofficial sources of informa-
tion, another type of income for oligarchic top state officials is hav-
ing so-called shares in businesses of the sphere for which they are 
responsible. Thus, the ministers and ministries’ top managers for ag-
riculture, ecology, industry, economics, transport, communication, 
etc. are said to have hidden shares in the main companies of those 
spheres. This, in particular, explains the privileges usually given to 
those companies in violation of the principles of parity and honest 
competition among the market players. So, forcing entrepreneurs to 
“gift” a share in one’s business to a state official, or his relative is a 
kind of racketeering, which is also a common way for oligarchs to 
make their wealth1.

Some of the most corrupted spheres (state finances, taxes, custom 
houses, etc.) are known to have constructed a corruption pyramid 
where each corrupt practitioner pays “tributes” to his boss and so on 
1 There are several media articles on the sources of income and huge volumes 
of wealth of oligarchs, using words “endless”, “unlimited” to describe it, e.g. 
“Գագիկ Խաչատրյանի անծայրածիր ունեցվածքը” (“The endless properties 
of Gagik Khachatryan” , at: http://operativ.am/?p=4509/;  “Վարչապետ Հովիկ 
Աբրահամյանի բիզնեսը սահմաններ չունի” (“Prime Minister Hovik Abra-
hamyan’s business has no limits”), at: http://hetq.am/arm/news/56953/varcha-
pet-hovik-abrahamyani-biznesy-sahmanner-chuni.html/ etc. 
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further up to the heads of the leading institutions. As one may see, 
all the described ways of accumulating wealth require specific social 
mechanisms which would help to build integrated and inter-depen-
dent networks of criminal and semi-criminal ties and loyalties.      

A look at the specifics of the social environment and social ori-
gins of oligarchs allows an understanding of how these networks are 
formed and act. It also explains the social and cultural patterns of 
behavior, specifics of relationships and links between the represen-
tatives of the political and economic elite. And it definitely clarifies 
the specifics of the economic and political strategies the oligarchic 
elite employs to stabilize and strengthen their positions and proper-
ties.  

Despite a variety of origins, the dominant cultural patterns of the 
oligarchic elite in Armenia, including behavioral codes, manner of 
speech, preferences, values and norms can be reduced to a model 
that inherited much from those of criminal or semi-criminal circles, 
because of their high prestige as the alternative to the totalitarian 
regime (Glonti, Lobzhanidze 2004: 58), and the reproduction of 
those patterns in the cultures of neighborhoods’ male unions and 
mafia-type networks. 

However, before going deeper into the cultural patterns of the 
Armenian oligarchy of the 2000s and 2010s, I would like to address 
the issue of oligarchic power, its opportunities and limits.
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Oligarchic Power: the system and its limits
Armenian oligarchs are not semi-legal or illegal holders of eco-

nomic and political power. Most of them are the legal representa-
tives of power, either directly or through mediators. Economic and 
political power are totally intertwined and fused. Moreover, the oli-
garchy keeps creating secular (legal and constitutional) and religious 
foundations for the legitimacy of their power. 

However, no oligarch in Armenia can act independently, even 
those who have extreme political power, i.e. the President, or the 
Prime Minister. No one has been able to create an empire that is 
completely isolated from others in their business spheres. On the 
contrary, different types of oligarchs always establish more or less 
constant or temporal networks, which can reveal themselves also 
as political alliances from time to time. A good example of such a 
“network” interaction can be the scandalous case of the Hayrapetyan 
brothers. This is a failed example of networking, but thanks to this, 
the media outlets provided us with the information on how it used to 
work, or rather had to work. According to the Association of Investi-
gative Journalism, in order to start a business of diamond processing 
in Armenia, several oligarchic structures had to form an alliance. The 
Prime Minister ensured “protection” and along with the Minister of 
Economy and the Archbishop pressured one of the Armenian banks, 
forcing them to provide crediting for the business. Instead, they were 
given money through an off-shore enterprise, registered somewhere 
abroad. Paylak Hayrapetyan, head of the Hayrapetyan clan was cho-
sen as the guarantor of the deal, and was ready to mortgage one of 
his properties, the famous supermarket “Hayastan”, while another 
oligarch, a friend of the latter and at the same time a close relation 
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of the Archibishop, was supposed to be the implementer of the deal. 
The secret goal of the deal perhaps was to weaken P. Hayrapetyan 
and his clan, and therefore, the initiative was led to an intentional 
failure1. 

The oligarchic system is a system of patrimonies containing land, 
properties, and the men living on those lands and working in their 
propertied enterprises and lands. No decision can be made without 
the primary approval of an oligarch patronizing this or that city or 
village. The people hired to work for any of an oligarch’s enterprises 
totally fall under his personal power and control, mediated by man-
agers who directly report to the oligarch or members of his family. 
He can award or punish them and no law can oppose it. So far, very 
few persons fired or harmed by an oligarch or his “vassals” have 
dared to take legal action against them, afraid of vengeance or re-
alizing the futility of this action. This doesn’t mean that there is no 
justice or humanism in people-oligarch relationships. The oligarch 
usually takes care of those who live in his patrimony and stay loyal 
to him. He distributes jobs, directly or through his political protégés 
(“All of Avan is working in the municipalities after Taron2 became 
the Mayor” - a citation from an interview), patronizes the youth (e. 
g. Gagik Tsarukyan’s free transportation and stipends for students), 
develops charity activities and charity networks, protects his “ter-
ritory” from criminals other than himself and his relatives. “Sam-
1 See the relevant publication at http://hetq.am/arm/news/26891/ovqer-en-pay-
lak-hayrapetyani-unezrkman-hexinaknery-ofshorayin-eryaky.html. (Ովքեր են 
Փայլակ Հայրապետյանի ունեզրկման հեղինակները (“Who was in charge 
of ruining Paylak Hayrapetyan”)). 
2 Taron Margaryan, the Mayor of Yerevan, was previously the municipal head of 
the Avan district, which is considered to be Ruben Hayrapetyan’s (aka Nemets 
Rubo) “patrimony”. 
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vel Aleksanyan is our God, and who are you?” – exclaimed women 
surrounding members of the political opposition who came for an 
election campaign to the Malatia-Sebastia district, the “patrimony” 
of Samvel Aleksanyan. 

In his “estate” an oligarch has almost unlimited power. A media 
publication addressed the situation in the city of Echmiadzin, which 
is “owned” by Manvel Grigoryan (aka General Manvel) and where 
his son works as a mayor1. He had decided that some shops in the 
city were competing with his own supermarket, and he ordered to 
shut them down in practically a couple of days. According to this 
media article, the owners of those shops were just told that “the gen-
eral wants this” and they could not help but obey him, being afraid 
of vengeance. The oligarch can have the reputation of a “good” or 
“bad” guy. But in any case, one cannot live freely in the “oligarch’s” 
territory while being in conflict with him. Thus, I heard numerous 
stories about how people were thrown out of their town or village 
following a conflict, disobedience or just for criticizing the oligarch. 
Nevertheless, there are also stories of successful confrontation with 
oligarchs that usually become narratives spread by word of mouth, 
a kind of narrative of hope. For instance, I was told a story about a 
guy named Zeytuntsi Rafo (Rafo of Zeytun, a district in Yerevan) 
who owned a shop, located in a territory that had been marked by 
an oligarch as the location of his future supermarket. But Rafo re-
fused to close down his shop and sell the space to the oligarch. The 

1 The article mentions how businesses competing with those of Manvel Grigory-
an were coercively closed in Echmiadzin: “Գեներալ Մանվելի հրահանգով 
փակվել է Դուբայ խանութը” (“The Dubai minimarket is closed down by the or-
der of General Manvel”), Zhamanak, 06.05.15, http://news.am/arm/news/265454.
html
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latter offered a large amount of money, threatened and even tried 
violent methods to convince the man, but everything was in vain. 
Rafo remained firm and in the end he kept his right to own the shop, 
which is now successfully competing with the supermarket, as it is 
frequented by those who do not want to buy goods in the oligarch’s 
establishment. 

“Estates” or “patrimonies”, e.g. territories under the oligarch’s 
power, are not a possession fixed and legitimated by tradition or by 
law. They can easily be “taken away” by the establishment of an-
other oligarch or “re-divided” among several oligarchs. Attempts 
to enlarge territories under control may lead to guerilla battles and 
conflicts between oligarchs. There can be regions having no lead-
er. Thus, one of inhabitants of the Nor Nork district of Yerevan de-
scribed the situation in their community as a “feudal democracy”, 
as problems are resolved by consensus there and the community is 
connected to the “center” (i.e. central authorities) by different oli-
garchs through different networks: criminal, business, and political, 
depending on particular spheres of influence and authority related to 
each of them.   

Formally, oligarchs are subject to taxation, but in fact most of 
their incomes remain in the shadows, and everyone knows about it 
but pretends not to know. And engaging in charity instead of paying 
taxes is their privilege. Oligarchic “clans” are rather the extended 
families involving not only the members of the physical family and 
relations, but also all domestic personnel, bodyguards, secretaries, 
etc. who enjoy privileges almost similar to those of real family mem-
bers (as one of  my interlocutors said: “օլիգարխի թիկնապահն էլ 
է օլիգարխ” – “The bodyguard of an oligarch is also an oligarch”). 
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The two last presidential elections have demonstrated that the Presi-
dent is not elected as the political leader of a party, but he is elected 
as “the first among equals”, as an ancient feudal principle of monar-
chy says. The proximity to the “king” (e.g. to the President) is a de-
terminant principle of the hierarchy of oligarchs. The oligarchs can 
also be resistant and opposed, if they want more independence and 
greater self-sufficiency in the political and economic sense. If they 
are powerful enough they can resist for a long time and even rebel 
(examples of Manvel Grigoryan,1 Khachatur Sukiasyan, Gagik Tsa-
rukyan), but once they are defeated they are momentarily incrimi-
nated with things that would have made them criminals earlier, if the 
authorities had not kept their eyes closed at the time. Those things 
are economic monopolies, power abuse, payoffs and bribes, hidden 
incomes, violations, etc. Ironically, they become the subjects of the 
law when they are outside of the “law”, meaning the two different 
legal systems—the official, “democratic” one and the patrimonial 
one—which internally regulate relationships, ties and spheres of ac-
tivities. 

The limits of the oligarch’s power are best illustrated by the re-
cent (February-March 2015) conflict between the oligarch Gagik 
Tsarukyan with the central authorities and in particular, with Presi-
dent Serzh Sargsyan. G. Tsarukyan decided to enact a kind of coup 
d’etat, presenting himself as an opposition leader. The authorities 
answered with a political campaign aimed at discrediting Tsaruk-
yan and suppressing his attempts to usurp power. Firstly, G. Tsa-

1 The story of the relationship between General Manvel and the President is told as 
a romantic story about a “prodigal son” who rebelled against his patron and close 
friend, but then atoned and was forgiven. 
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rukyan was accused of concealing revenues and not paying taxes. 
Each politician loyal to the President was supposed to demonstrate 
his loyalty by publicly castigating Tsarukyan and many really did it. 
That showed that the real situation was not in favor of Tsarukyan. 
Secondly, Tsarukyan was deprived of his “army”, i.e. about a couple 
of hundred members1 of his private security guards, whose licenses 
to bear arms were canceled overnight, as I was told by a competent 
source. As a result, he could not go out of his house without the risk 
of being killed. After the conflict was smoothed over by the medi-
ation of Prime Minister H. Abrahamyan, the father of Tsarukyan’s 
son-in-law, according to rumors, a significant part of Tsarukyan’s 
properties was taken away as punishment for the mutiny.  

The status of an oligarch is defined by nature of his relationship 
with the central authorities (the President and his family), i.e. the 
“king”2. The closer one is to the “king”, the higher his status is in 
the hierarchy of oligarchs. As one of my interlocutors said, “There 
are oligarch lieges and oligarch vassals, whose communication with 
the ‘center’ cannot take place directly, but only through an oligarch 
liege”. Loyalty to the “king” or the first among equals (oligarchs) is 
the most important tool that ensures immunity for an oligarch and 
his properties. Loyalty is embodied in money, resources and politi-

1 This number is approximate and based on calculations by those of my interview-
ees who had access to such information though their private channels for political 
purposes. 
2 The word “king” is not just a metaphor. This is how the President is really per-
ceived by oligarchs. In one of his interviews, the former mayor of Gyumri, Vardan 
Ghukasyan, also known as one of the prominent oligarchs of the region of Shi-
rak directly said that he had always served all the Armenian kings (meaning all 
Presidents of RA since independence) and the Catholicos, see at: http://hayeli.am/
article/319943  
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cal support, that is, the number of votes delivered during elections. 
A very good example of the importance of such loyalty is the case 
of Suren Khachatryan aka Liska, the marzpet (governor) of Syunik 
region. Although being permanently enmeshed in criminal scan-
dals (murder, violence, corruption), he has managed every time not 
only to avoid imprisonment, but also to retain his position. He was 
forced to resign only once as a result of a murder in which he was 
suspected, but within a year he was cleared of all accusations and 
returned to the marzpet’s “throne” in his “estate”, the Syunik region. 
Loyalty to the “first among the oligarchs” helped him gain victo-
ry in a contest with his main rival, the second oligarch of Syunik, 
Maxim Hakobyan, the owner of the Kajaran copper mine, one of the 
most profitable mines in Armenia, and even take some regionally 
important positions from him. On the other hand, another regional 
oligarch, a mayor and long-term “master” of the second city of Ar-
menia, Gyumri, Vardan Ghukasyan (aka Vardanik, after the name of 
the hero of popular Armenian jokes) paid for his failure to provide 
enough votes for the incumbent President by losing his post as May-
or and some properties. One of the “mistakes” affecting his position 
was also a conflict with the Church, as he did not coordinate his 
efforts on restoring old churches and building new ones with the 
Catholicos1.

The allegoric comparison with the feudal system of the Middle 
Ages is no coincidence. The question of legitimacy of oligarchic 
power is also resolved using a medieval approach, through religion 

1 See the interview with Michael Ajapahyan, the head of Shirak eparchy of AAC: 
http://www.asparez.am/news-hy/ekexecashinutyun_ajapahyan-hy/. According to 
another source, the conflict was caused by the illegal sale of the Church lands: 
http://www.7or.am/am/news/view/2283/ 
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and close alliance with the Church. The Church, or rather, its top 
representatives themselves can be considered one of the biggest oli-
garchic institutions, owning enterprises and lands, as was already 
demonstrated in the above-mentioned case with the Hayrapetyans.  

In fact, law and justice stop acting when economic and political 
elites are involved in the process. In such cases, another set of rules 
and laws comes in force, one based on social liaisons, the property 
rights of “the powerful” and loyalty to the “center” (the ruling party 
and power institutions), the “king” (the President) and the Church.

Living life as an “oligarch”: what does it mean? 
Elites must be identified as such following visible or “external 

signs of superiority”, according to the words of J. P. Daloz (Daloz 
2010: 63). Elitist groups are distinguished from others. Sociolo-
gists and anthropologists such as N. Elias (Court Society, 2000), M. 
Pinçon and M. Pinçon-Charlot (Sociologie de la bourgeoisie, 2007), 
M. Lamont (Money, moral and manners, 1992), J. O. Daloz (Sociol-
ogy of elite distinction, 2010) and many others have outlined the 
main practices of everyday life and self-representation that, being 
distinctive, serve as general indicators of social status and elitism. 
Following these indicators, an anthropological description of what 
can be conventionally called “oligarchic culture” may be produced.

Power and almost unlimited material resources create prerequi-
sites for the formation of a specific habitus, as well as the communi-
cative and behavioral models through which an Armenian oligarch 
can be “identified”. When following these models, one can be iden-
tified as an oligarch even if he is far from having oligarchic wealth 
and power. And vice versa, there are oligarchs who do not follow 
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the system of behavioral codes. One of my interviewees said: “Few 
would call Hrant Vardanyan or Arsenyan oligarchs because they are 
modest, educated and civilized persons”. However, both of these 
categories are more the exception than the rule.    

As is clear from the theory, the most important criterion for oligar-
chy is wealth - material resources that exceed in volume the wealth 
of affluent citizens. Put differently, an oligarch embodies money and 
power, first of all. His personality does not matter in the context of 
the money and power he possesses. Education, beauty, charisma, 
and physical strength may be the source of his capital, but once he 
has acquired it, his importance and influence are measured by the 
size of his wealth. Therefore, one of the most important tasks of the 
oligarch is not only the physical or juridical defense of his capital, 
but also a necessity to endlessly prove and demonstrate his wealth by 
means of a number of symbolic codes—behavioral, visual, social—
that are understood, perceived and accepted by his social and cul-
tural milieu. An oligarch should fit into the image of “the oligarch”. 
In Armenia, the cultural codes of oligarchy have mostly originated 
in the late Soviet period, within the party nomenklatura and crimi-
nal elites which are the most affluent layers of Soviet society. So-
ciologist G. Derluguian thinks that the nomenklatura was the Soviet 
oligarchy (Derluguian 2010: 159-162), though, in my opinion, they 
do not match in one very important criterion:  a nomenklatura rep-
resentative could possess material wealth once he had power; upon 
losing his power he also lost the material privileges, at least most of 
them. Therefore, according to M. Voslenski (1991:112-116), power 
is the main quality of the nomenklatura, though its members tried 
to get power as well, or the material privileges and opportunities it 
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might provide. And that was the reason that the demonstration of 
material resources to which they had access was at the same time the 
demonstration of administrative power with which they were asso-
ciated. This was not easy in the conditions of Soviet law that limited 
private property possession and the Soviet moral code that required 
people to correspond to the definite criteria of a “Soviet” man. Thus, 
a typical Soviet man could not have mansions, wear “haute couture” 
clothing, or have servants, though nomenklatura members could 
have all that covertly. However, the status of a powerful person was 
identified by the following indicators: privileges of temporal appro-
priation of state properties (a residence in a prestigious building, an 
office car with a personal driver1, access to elitist medical services 
or state-controlled distribution of deficit goods) and access to the 
possibility of having some private properties (a summer residence, 
a personal car, a garage) or access to other privileges such as busi-
ness trips abroad, especially to capitalist countries, extended social 
networks and prestigious relations and kinship with other powerful 
persons. Access to deficit goods and services resulted in what can be 
called luxury in the Soviet style (renovated apartments, fashionable 
clothes brought from abroad, “imported” furniture and household 
appliances). And, finally, high status was closely associated with 
food, feasts and clandestine amusements. Feasts (the so called “ban-
quets”) with deficit food were not only indicators of prestige, but 
also an important act of maintaining social liaisons as warrants of 
persisting power (Voslenski 1991: 197). The same can be said about 
the oligarchs: they tend to enjoy luxury in their private lives, espe-
cially in terms of mansions, cars and summer houses and maintain 

1 The so called “Padavat” (car delivered to the door).
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their networks through the culture of potlatch-like feasts and gift-ex-
change practices. As for criminal circles, the “thieves-at-law” who 
were constructing alternative power networks provided the modern 
oligarchs with the specific “language”, communication practices, the 
emphasized masculinity of looks and other traits of everyday cul-
ture. As Voslenski indicated in his book about the Soviet nomenkla-
tura, the latter mostly consisted of urbanized peasants who despised 
the milieu from which they originated and tried to get alienated from 
it as much as they could. Examining the biographies of the Arme-
nian oligarchs, one can notice that most of them are originally from 
the countryside. In the 90s, almost immediately after the collapse of 
the Soviet Union, they were attracted by criminal and semi-crimi-
nal circles, made their capitals in a criminal or semi-criminal man-
ner and started climbing the social ladder as members of the Soviet 
nomenklatura did after they got some social and cultural capital as 
party activists.   

As a tribute to criminal culture, most Armenian oligarchs have 
nicknames by which they are best known. There is a joke about an 
oligarch known as Lfik (Samvel Alexanyan). He wants to open a 
supermarket and asks an old lady’s opinion about it. She answers: 
“Sonny, opening a supermarket is a good thing, but Lfik will not 
allow you to do this”. The oligarch gets angry and reacts: “You are 
talking to Samvel Alexanyan!” The old lady says, “I don’t care what 
your name is, all I am saying is that Lfik will not allow you to open 
a supermarket”. The origins of nicknames are different, but most of 
them as a rule imply either the home town (region, district of a city) 
such as Yuvetsi Karo (Karo of Yuva), Tokhmakhi Mher (Mher of 
Tokhmakh) or the type of business in which the person made his for-
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tune. For instance, nicknames such as Tsaghik (“flower”) Rubo, Shi-
nanyuti (“building materials”) Sergey, Kombikeri (“fodder”) Vlad, 
Shsheri (“bottles”) Melo etc., are related to the goods they sold at the 
beginning of their oligarchic career. Another category of nickname 
is connected to the business property they possess, e.g. Alraghatsi 
(“flour mill”) Lyova, Belaggio (after the name of a restaurant) Grish, 
Evrostan (name of a company) Manvel, MAPi (name of a plant) 
Alik, etc. Some people think that fixing properties as nicknames of 
oligarchs means legitimizing their rights to keep away those who 
would like to claim them1. This really makes sense, because many 
properties are registered under the names of other persons (relatives 
or relatives-in-law) so that they could formally fit the constitutional 
requirements of business-free politics or avoid accusations of cor-
ruption, and tax evasion. There are also nicknames emphasizing 
oligarchs’ personal qualities or habits, e.g. Muk (“mouse”), Liska 
(according to one of “etymologies” it implies the alcohol drinking 
habits of the oligarchs), Khuchuch (“curly”), Cherny (from the Rus-
sian word meaning “black”), Zorba (“impudent”), Sirun (“hand-
some”), etc. The oligarchs’ attitude toward their nicknames is dif-
ferent. Some do not like it when people mention them, allegedly 
being ashamed of their semi-criminal past or previous activities (like 
Gagik Tsarukyan or Samvel Alexanyan, whose bodyguards always 
make sure no one call them by their nicknames); others like Ru-
ben Hayrapetyan (“Nemets Rubo”) or Hovik Abrahamyan (“Muk”) 
when interviewed felt free to explain the etymologies of their nick-

1 Օլիգարխները բացում են իրենց մականունները (Oligarchs decipher their 
nicknames), by James Hakobyan, http://newsroom.am). 
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names and were not ashamed of them1.
As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, the term “oligarch” is 

voiced in a critical, sarcastic and even pejorative manner when used 
in people’s daily conversations, social network communication and 
mass media articles describing or addressing the lives of the politi-
cal and economic elites of Armenia. One may say that oligarchs are 
depicted or addressed as characters having the nature of an anti-hero 
or a trickster. “Tricksterism” is nothing new for political characters, 
and it has already been analyzed using the example of Lenin. (Abra-
hamian 1999: 7-26) Verbal and non-verbal texts representing the 
public discourse construct the image of an oligarch in a “tricksterian” 
way. Oligarchs are represented as personalities with a great physical 
and sexual appetite, spending days and nights eating, drinking and 
entertaining in casinos and night clubs. Media accounts on oligarchs 
taking parts in feasts and frequenting the so-called “objects” (restau-
rants, taverns and other places of entertainment and eating) abound 
on the internet. A photo of one of the “oligarchs”, Arakel Movsisyan 
(“Shmais”) with a huge belly has long been one of the “hits” of the 
Armenian social networks. 

They are characterized as sly and cunning, always ready to swin-
dle. They are said to pillage the ordinary citizens of the country in 
all possible direct and indirect ways. They are also represented as 
morally poor, dishonest, having no honor and in a social hierarchy of 
morality they occupy the place of the anti-elite, i.e. those who are op-
posed to the highly moral, intellectual and spiritual intelligentsia as 

1 Օլիգարխները բացում են իրենց մականունները (Oligarchs decipher their 
nicknames), by James Hakobyan, http://newsroom.am, Interview with Ruben 
Hayrapetyan, http://www.lragir.am/print/arm/0/country/print/70929 
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it manifests in discourses. Some of them become the heroes of jokes 
where the tricksterian nature is highlighted. Thus, there is a whole 
series of jokes about the president’s brother, Alexander Sargsyan aka 
Sashik, who is known for grabbing 50% of business profits of almost 
all small and medium businessmen throughout Armenia. He is said 
to use different administrative resources and overt violence to force 
people to give him a share in their businesses. The popular jokes 
about him play with the words “share” and “half”: “Sashik shares 
people’s joy at the prime-minister’s resignation”, “Sashik can treat 
cancer. As soon as he is injected, half of the cancer cells disappear”. 

All these tricksterian features may be commented anthropolog-
ically if the habitus and values of the Armenian oligarchs are ana-
lyzed. When addressed in detail, the oligarchs’ daily life, values and 
practices do not differ from those of ordinary people of the social 
and cultural categories to which they originally pertained. As we 
have seen before, most of them inherited patterns of partocratic and 
criminal cultures, being of high prestige in the days of their child-
hood and youth. 

Habitus of the Armenian oligarchs

The family as a value. The Armenian oligarchs demonstrate vis-
ible traditionalism in family forms. Children, especially sons, are a 
value. Many “oligarchs” have three and more children. Family is 
considered in its “extended” forms (including not only relatives, and 
members of their kin-lines with concepts like azg, tohm, but also 
relatives-in-law). The oligarchs extend their high status to the whole 
“family”. The family is not just a value, the family is also a wor-
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thy social resource of almost absolute reliability. Family members 
are unconditionally trusted. Most of the properties of oligarchs are 
formally registered as belonging to their family members (spouses, 
siblings, children, children-in-law, etc.). According to the last dec-
laration of property and incomes of the Members of Parliament, the 
spouses of oligarchs turned out to be much richer than their hus-
bands. This is mostly done to circumvent the law, which forbids 
entrepreneurial activities among Members of Parliament, but there 
may be other reasons. In fact, this heritage is being divided among 
their heirs during the lifetime of the oligarch in order to avoid se-
rious “wars” among them in the future. In case of conflicts or col-
lisions between the oligarchs and his family members (siblings, 
children-in-law, etc.), the arguments are resolved without going to 
court, within the family. The family as a resource is widely used by 
the elite of a different kind. The involvement of family members 
into the complicated network of agencies, formally having no direct 
connections with the person in question, makes it possible to legally 
appropriate state resources and at the same time employ family and 
clan members. Thus, the top officials establish NGOs or enterprises 
registered under the names of their relatives and make them win 
tenders or grants, announced by the agency they head. 

Unlike Russian oligarchs, their Armenian “mates” do not tend to 
change wives, marry young models, etc. Though sexual adventures 
and mistresses are a part of their life, all of them tend to build the im-
age of a family man. But, of course, image is not the reason. Every 
oligarchic marriage is firstly about strengthening ties, gaining allies, 
creating oligarchic clans based on the idea of the Armenian tradition-
al family where relations mean reciprocity and loyalty, and divorce 
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assumes problems and conflicts, loss of support and defense. It goes 
deeper in a small country where everyone knows each other and 
relation networks are too tight and intertwined. There is one more 
explanation as to why oligarchs do not marry their mistresses. One 
of my interlocutors, well experienced in criminal culture and law, 
expressed the opinion that the traditionalistic structure and mentality 
of the criminal milieu do not allow them to marry a non-virgin.

Some oligarchs (but very few of them) use online resources to 
construct a positive image of themselves by demonstrating photos 
of “family happiness”. Thus, the orchestrated family photos of Sey-
ran Ohanyan (the Defense Minister) had a big backlash in society 
because of the striking luxury of furniture, clothes and food on the 
table looking improper in the context of a continuing war situation 
between Armenia and Azerbaijan, corruption in the army, and sol-
diers being killed on the border line.       

Kindred networks and matrimonial practices 
As already mentioned above, a need to defend properties and 

maintain one’s status lies at the foundation of relation networks 
established through matrimonial practices. The tendency to marry 
within the oligarchic layer and thus create new alliances and clans 
is becoming clearer and clearer. Advertisements of oligarchic mar-
riages bear witness to that. For example, the President’s daughter 
married a close relative of the Head of the Constitutional Court, a 
son of the Prime Minister Hovik Abrahamyan married a daughter 
of Gagik Tsarukyan. The illustration of how matrimonial networks 
function can be found in the situation with Gagik Tsarukyan’s failed 
coup d’etat that was already mentioned earlier in this chapter. As I 
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wrote, in the days of the overt conflict between Tsarukyan and the 
President, key politicians had to make a choice between these two. 
The choice was extremely difficult for Tsarukyan’s in-law Hovik 
Abrahamyan, the Prime Minister. He maintained neutrality for as 
long as he could, but finally he too was forced to join the President. 
But as soon as he had done it, he claimed to be a mediator in the con-
flict resolution process. He invited Gagik to his place for reconcili-
ation and mediated negotiations between the sides. There are many 
versions of what happened at this meeting, but as a result, Gagik 
was forgiven, though rumors circulated that he was deprived of a 
significant part of his properties. Evidently, being a relative of Hovik 
Abrahamyan played an important role in this lenient punishment of 
the insurgent oligarch. 

The rule of money and power marrying money and power works 
for the majority of cases. Although there might be exclusions, when 
instead of money and power the bride/groom may bring other values 
into the family, such as a deficient “true” elitism (the discourse on 
“true” and “false” elitism is discussed at the end of this chapter). 
When the grandfather of the President’s son-in-law died, all media 
outlets published obituaries where he was promoted from a lecturer 
of philosophy at the Medical University, and the Communist Party 
functionary in the past up to a “known academician”, thus ennobling 
the family origins of the son-in-law, the recently appointed ambas-
sador to the Vatican. 

Oligarchic marriages are announced in the tabloids, and attempts 
to publish photo-reports are made, but as a whole, oligarchic mar-
riages and their further family life are closed to public eyes. Few 
people can recognize the wives or children of oligarchs. They usu-
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ally do not take part in the public life of oligarchs apart from family 
events and cases when the presence of spouses is officially required. 
The patriarchal nature of oligarchic families has also to do with an 
idea of mésalliance. One of my interlocutors told a story about the 
daughter of an oligarch. She fell in love with his bodyguard who 
dreamed of raising his social and material status by marrying her. 
However, the oligarch did not like the idea of such a marriage and he 
violently punished the bodyguard by beating and getting him arrest-
ed and imprisoned. The daughter and the wife of the oligarch were 
also punished for their misbehavior. A son of another oligarch and 
a known politician married a pop-singer (which makes her almost a 
prostitute in the eyes of traditionalistic society) and, as I was told, 
his family could not reconcile themselves with this marriage and 
even forced the woman to abort their unborn child. Whether or not 
such stories are true, the very fact of the existence of these narratives 
bear witness to the fact that there is a rational and traditionalistic 
approach toward oligarchic marriages. The children and heirs of oli-
garchs cannot marry random people, those who would decrease their 
status or make an oligarch feel ashamed and dishonored in front of 
his “mates”. On the other hand, an oligarch can afford to have af-
fairs with women and even invest in them, as commonly occurs with 
show-business stars. However, such affairs have nothing to do with 
the matrimonial traditionalism of oligarchs. 

The extended “family” of an oligarch actually includes not only 
his relatives and in-laws, but also everyone who relates to him as his 
personal or domestic staff: bodyguards, assistants, drivers, and other 
home staff. It is known that the relatives and those who work for an 
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oligarch get license plate numbers with similar digits1. Oligarchs re-
quire complete loyalty from their staff, but in exchange they take re-
sponsibility and care for them and members of their families. Based 
on suggestions from numerous stories and interviews, the person-
al staff of oligarchs can have opportunities for the career growth 
“within” the clan. As an example, a bodyguard starts working for a 
salary, then once he has proved his loyalty and good personal quali-
ties he may be involved in a business transaction, then he may get a 
share and even end up as a rival to the oligarch. To avoid treachery, 
oligarchs often hire their relatives (cousins, nephews), as they be-
lieve that kinship may be a safeguard against disloyalty and perfidy. 
However, even this does not always help: there are several known 
conflicts of oligarchs with their relatives and business partners who 
dared to confront them.   

Ambiance, “circles” and “networks” (շրջապատ) 
The institute of marriage really provides opportunities for extend-

ing personal ties and kinship networks, but besides the family there 
are other sources of formation of loyal circles. These are variations 
of male unions that exist in this or that shape in the life of almost 
every Armenian male. One of those unions is a kind of brotherhood 
that unites all males living in the same neighborhood – it is known 
under the name “kucha”.2 E. Ponomaryova, a researcher of the phe-
nomenon of kucha, demonstrates how the unwritten laws of honor 
of kucha dictate being loyal and ready to provide life-long support 

1 This information was presented by the mass media as well, see: “Համերներ, 
համարանիշներ և օլիգարխներ” (Hummers, License Plate Numbers and Oli-
garchs),  http://www.lragir.am/index/arm/0/country/view/52289 
2 Kucha – “street” (Farsi). 
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to members of one’s kucha (Ponomaryova 2014: 46-48). Thus, an 
oligarch may provide jobs for his kucha mates, help them run their 
own businesses, defend them from other oligarchs, etc.   

There are also words like “akhperutiun” (“brotherhood”) and 
“shrjapat” (“milieu”) widely used by men to designate their “sup-
port” groups. The bigger one’s support group is, the more secure is 
his power and material wealth. As one of the oligarchs known as 
“Shmais” told a journalist interviewing him, “As soon as I stamp 
my foot, ‘my people’ will come to support me”. Ruben Hayrapetyan 
described his suite of bodyguards as “his friends who are always 
accompanying him”.1 The hierarchy of relations and relationships 
in such groups is often constructed in connection with the personal 
achievements of its members toward the oligarch and the personal 
sympathies of the latter. Thus, as I was told, one of the close friends 
and a bodyguard of Gagik Tsarukyan saved his life and he was re-
warded for that by being given permission to build his house next 
to the big church in the city of Abovyan that Tsarukyan had recently 
constructed. Phrases like “people of such-and-such” are commonly 
used among the population when one means support groups, body-
guards, assistants, or other people relating to an oligarch and defend-
ing his interests. An exchange of services and “gifts” is the basis 
of these support groups. “Doing good” (“lavutyun anel”) is a com-
mon phrase to designate services to be paid by loyalty and mutual 
support. One of my interlocutors, closely acquainted with Barsegh 
Beglaryan aka “Flash”, remembered that when the latter wanted to 
hire someone, he offered not only a salary and privileges but also a 

1 Interview of Ruben Hayrapetyan given to journalist Seda Mavyan (Nouvelles 
d’Armenie), see: http://www.lragir.am/print/arm/0/country/print/70929
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chance to suggest five more people to be hired in one of his enter-
prises just to “do good”. Thus, the network of people who owed him 
or “his people” a service grew. It is worth noting that women and 
children play the role of an exchange of values in such “unions” and 
“groups”.  

  
Estates, residences and modes of living 

The oligarchy is distinctive with its tendency to build “palaces” 
and “castles”. The house of this or that oligarch often becomes the 
object of jokes and criticism due to this excessive lust of luxury and 
kitsch style.1 Gagik Tsarukyan’s castle perched on a hill not far from 
Yerevan reminds one of Early Baroque castles. It is seen to everyone 
passing by although it is surrounded by a fence and poplar trees. The 
house of another oligarch, Sergey Manukyan aka Shinanyuti Sergo, 
is built in a neo-antique style. The huge territory around it is full of 
antique-style statues and Baroque fountains and fenced by a golden 
Rococo grid. Some oligarchic houses bears traces of Armenian me-
dieval architecture and are covered in stone carvings. In the city of 
Echmiadzin, the house of one of the local oligarchs is built in the Re-
naissance style and located next to the Echmiadzin Cathedral. The 
furnishing and arrangements of the houses, according to witnesses, 
is similar to their facades. The styles of (neo-)Renaissance, (neo-)
Baroque, (neo-)Antiquity prevail because of their association with 
wealth, luxury and power. Some rare photos of oligarchs in their 
private environment prove this. It’s probably worth mentioning that 

1 This topic was addressed in a number of press conferences and round table 
discussions, e.g.: «Эколог: Армянские олигархи возводят дворцы и великие 
китайские стены» (Ecologist: Armenian oligarchs erect castles and great Chinese 
walls”, News.am, http://news.am/rus/news/194838.html 
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the neo-Baroque style was prestigious and fashionable in the late 
Soviet era. 

However, there are still cases of oligarchs or their children living 
in common multi-story buildings, although in well repaired and fur-
nished apartments. Thus, some photos of Barsegh Beglaryan’s son’s 
wedding, published by paparazzi, depicted an ordinary backyard and 
the ladder of an ordinary Soviet-style multi-story building, though 
well decorated. Photos showed the guests at the wedding, and among 
them one could see the President and other representatives of the 
political and economic elite of Armenia surrounded by their body-
guards.1  However, living in common buildings is a disappearing 
phenomenon, a remnant of Soviet times, when for a village migrant 
(and many of oligarchs are former villagers) having an apartment in 
Yerevan was the height of their dreams. Today’s tendencies consist 
of building houses outside the city, or within it but not in the very 
center, or among densely populated districts. There may be exclu-
sions. For example, the daughters of Prime Minister Hovik Abra-
hamyan live in a prestigious newly-built multi-story building in the 
very center of Yerevan.

Oligarchs’ houses may be built in districts or territories that are 
within their sphere of influence (feudal type). Another option is cre-
ating a sort of “elitist ghetto” in relatively isolated and expensive 
parts of the city. As an example, the territory near Victory Park may 
be mentioned, where the private houses of the oligarchic elite are 
being built. The territory is located on the hill perched over the cen-
ter of Yerevan, from where one has a perfect view of Mount Ararat2. 

1 See: http://www.1in.am/1446277.html 
2 Houses and apartments with a view to Ararat are thought to be more expensive 
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The setting of this and other spots where oligarchs construct their 
residences, as J. P. Daloz suggests, is aimed to stress one’s suprema-
cy, visibility and closeness (Daloz 2010: 70). 

In terms of spheres of influence and power, Yerevan is literally 
divided among oligarchs. Their “territories” often coincide with the 
administrative division of the city. Oligarchs mark them with private 
houses, business enterprises like restaurants, churches and symbol-
ic images (e.g. lions of Gagik Tsarukyan) that make the oligarch’s 
power visible and material. 

The “territories” of oligarchs may be different in size and admin-
istrative status: district, region, city, and village. “Invading” each 
other’s territories results in conflicts from squabbles and scuffles 
up to shooting and guerrilla battles between oligarchs. I was told 
many stories about such situations, e.g. a story about the President’s 
brother A. Sargsyan who attempted an “invasion” into the territory 
of Mher of Tokhmakh, after which the latter went to the President 
with the request to defend him from Sashik’s encroachments.

Oligarchic power in their “territories” can be constructive as 
well, although not as much as it is destructive. Along with the mo-
nopolization of businesses and economic privileges, total subordi-
nation of local administrative power, and violation of rule of law by 
replacing it with their own understanding and ways of implemen-
tation of “justice”, oligarchs may also invest in the social sphere 
and infrastructures by building hospitals (e.g. Samvel Alexanyan in 
the Malatia-Sebastia district of Yerevan), schools and kindergartens 
(e.g. Gagik Tsarukyan in the region of Kotayk), repairing roads, etc. 
In this way, they make everyone understand and feel who the master 

and prestigious in Yerevan. 
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of the community is.
Besides “palaces” and “castles”, newly-built churches also serve 

as markers of oligarchs’ territories. For example, a newly-built 
church in the Malatia-Sebastia district marks Samvel Alexanyan’s 
“estate”, a church in Avan district marks Ruben Hayrapetyan’s ter-
ritory, the Artashat city church is associated with the name of Hovik 
Abrahamyan, Abovyan’s church is a symbol of Gagik Tsarukyan’s 
power in that city, etc. Though those churches are built for people, 
for the community, and entrance is free on ordinary days, oligarchs 
nevertheless perceive them as their family churches. Thus, on the 
occasion of family events such as baptisms, weddings or funerals, 
the churches are closed to outsiders. In May 2013, a video shot at 
the Holy Trinity Church in the Malatia district was circulating in the 
Internet1. That was the baptism day of someone from Samvel Alex-
anyan’s family. One could see that the adorned church was closed 
and no one was allowed to enter. The journalists who put this video 
tried to penetrate inside but in vain, nobody was allowed.                                    

Practices of prestige and gift exchange
The life of an oligarch appears to be an eternal feast in the public 

perception. This is true, to some extent. Spending time in restaurants 
and other eating and drinking establishments is a necessary part of 

1 Many articles, videos and snapshots on this baptism appeared in the press under 
headlines such as “Սովորական հավատացյալների առջև դռները փակ է, 
այնտեղ կնքվում են Սամվել Ալեքսանյանի երեխաները” (The doors of the 
church are closed for ordinary worshippers: the children of Samvel Alexanyan are 
being baptized there), see: http://news.am/arm/news/173487.html, or “Սամվել 
Ալեքսանյանը NEWS.am–ի լրագրողին թևից քաշելով դուրս հանեց 
եկեղեցուց” (“Samvel Alexanyan dragged the correspondent of NEWS.am out of 
the church”, see: http://news.am/arm/news/173523.html, etc.   
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the social life of representatives of the oligarchy. It has two main di-
mensions of meaning: first, one is dealing with the abundance of ex-
quisite food available to the rich, and the other can be interpreted in 
terms of acquirement of social capital that is a mechanism of estab-
lishing, maintaining and flaunting elitist connections, as formulated 
by J. P. Daloz (Daloz 2010: 96). Unlimited access to prestigious food 
and drink has always been an indicator of wealth and high social 
status. So it is in the case of Armenian oligarchs. My conversations 
with the staff of some prestigious restaurants and bars prove this 
statement1. Moreover, the extent of prestige of this or that restau-
rant is defined by the frequency of its attendance by elitist groups. 
As most of these food-related establishments is the property of oli-
garchs, then for oligarchs attending this or that restaurant means be-
ing in a close relationship with the owner, i.e. marriage, friendship 
or business alliances. Each oligarch has a couple of restaurants at 
his fingertips—his own or those belonging to his friends—where 
he can invite partners, guests or his “vassals”. Commensality is an 
important act of prestige, a part of a system of gift exchange among 
oligarchs. The invitation for a feast is expressed as “honoring some-
one” in Armenian (“pativ tal”). This is also a chance to flaunt one’s 
wealth, as the most important value of those feasts is their high cost, 
which is supposed to be easily recognized by a number of indicators 
such as the size and quality of products, the specifics of its origin and 
shipment, etc.). Various descriptions of the typical menus of such 
occasions give us an approximate idea of what is normative for oli-

1 These conversations are not interviews, as employees of such establishments are 
prohibited to break the confidentiality of guests, but can share some observations 
in a private talk without being named. 
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garchic feasts. Usually, the average menu should contain expensive 
sorts of meat and fish (the fish must be big and meat must be that 
of a young animal), cheese, fruits and alcohol. The top of hierarchy 
of alcohol drinks belongs to foreign drinks such as whisky. Paying 
more than $400 for a bottle of expensive whisky is an act deserving 
of an oligarch. Little significance is given to an original recipe or the 
uniqueness of a dish. In “oligarchic” menus one can mostly see meat 
dishes traditional for the Armenian table and very simple in prepara-
tion such as khorovats and kebab (the Armenian barbeque), roasted 
fish or chicken,  boiled fish, kyufta (balls of boiled minced meat) and 
tolma (vegetables or vine leaves stuffed with minced meat). Howev-
er, in the context of prestige, not only the number of dishes served 
at a feast, but also their size and good quality are meaningful. The 
process of commensal eating and drinking is a ritual implying social 
distinctions per se. As one of my interlocutors noted, “one has to 
have lunch or dinner with important persons at least once or twice a 
week”. Common rules prescribe eating and drinking large amounts 
at such feasts. A huge belly, as a sign of abundant food and drink, 
is a stereotypical feature of Armenian oligarchs, pictured and em-
phasized in photos, cartoons and texts. Feasts are mostly structured 
as traditional Armenian ones with their hierarchy of sophisticated 
toasts1. Besides, there are other, more specific codes of rules that 
help to define the true meaning of those feasts. For instance, there are 
nuances in the order of paying bills, as noted by one of the bartend-

1 I have not participated in a typical oligarch’s feast, but I have occasionally ob-
served some while attending restaurants or resorts belonging to oligarchs and have 
received information from the staff of these establishments. There is no major 
differentiation in pricing among Armenian restaurants and almost all of them are 
available to the middle classes.  
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ers at a prestigious hotel bar1 frequently attended by some known 
oligarchs. The oligarch usually pays for himself and his entourage 
(bodyguards, members of his clan). However, when he has drinks 
with someone of lower status, the oligarch lets the latter pay no mat-
ter how big the bill is, thus rendering him the honor of hosting the 
oligarch. One more act of prestige is a distribution of tips among the 
staff of the establishment. Distribution of tips and alms builds part 
of the image of an oligarch. I was told, that indigent people are often 
waiting at the premises of Samvel Alexanyan’s house, because he is 
known for lavishly giving out alms to all those who ask for it. The 
same is narrated about Gagik Tsarukyan2. On the contrary, stinginess 
in giving out money negatively affects the image and popularity of 
an oligarch. For example, the personnel of a restaurant belonging 
to an oligarch complained that some of their master’s guests were 
demonstrating a stinginess that did not fit his high oligarchic status. 

During oligarchic feasts, the demonstration of status and power 
may have both symbolic and instrumental dimensions. In response 
to the loyalty of his commensals, an oligarch can “distribute” jobs 
and positions, and promise mediation for the resolution of different 
problems including criminal cases. As rumors say, the president’s 
brother used to lose ministerial positions for which he might mediate 
while playing cards. 

Frequently organized feasts by oligarchs are one of the main 
mechanisms of ensuring and maintaining the loyalty of their “big 
families” (relatives, partners, allies, friends, bodyguards, etc.) or ac-

1 That bartender was one of my students, to whom I owe many sharp observations 
for this chapter. 
2 Field data
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quiring the friendship or support of other oligarchs and influential 
persons (local and foreign politicians, show-business stars, etc.). 
However, besides those VIP feasts, oligarchs periodically organize 
feasts for “the people” in the hope that this will give them the sym-
pathy and support of the population. Those may be feasts on the 
occasion of different events, such as the opening of a supermarket, 
an enterprise, or a church. The feast organized by Gagik Tsarukyan 
on the occasion of opening a church in Abovyan was widely covered 
by mass media, which criticized the greed and uncivilized behavior 
of “our people” who gobbled everything that was set on the tables in 
seconds.1 Such feasts are often interpreted in terms of the distribution 
of matagh, a ritual sacrifice that has to be eaten commensally. The 
same ceremony of distributing matagh by Hovik Abrahamyan on 
the occasion of the opening of “his” church in Artashat was recorded 
and placed on YouTube by journalists as an example of a striking 
contrast between the rich and the poor2. Some “targeted” feasts may 
also be organized on other occasions, such as professional holidays 
(Teacher’s Day). On this occasion, Gagik Tsarukyan or Samvel Al-
exanyan usually pays for mass feasts of teachers from schools locat-
ed within the territory of their influence3. The same feasts are also 
organized for the graduates of those schools, who also are given gifts 
such as mobile phones, etc.

An oligarch and TV tycoon of the 2000s, Tigran Karapetyan, 
used to organize picnics for people of the Armenian provinces of 

1  Field data
2 See the video on YouTube: “Հովիկ Աբրահամյանը իր անվամբ եկեղեցում 
մատաղ է բաժանում” (Hovik Abrahamyan distributes matagh (sacrifice) in the 
church named after him”, at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6Zj1I55JVc 
3 Field data
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Lori, Shirak, etc. expecting them vote for him during the presidential 
elections of 2008. He also organized the targeted distributions of TV 
sets and other household goods to indigent layers of the population. 
All those actions were widely televised through a TV channel owned 
by him. The interviewed beneficiaries praised Tigran Karapetyan 
wishing him all terrestrial and non-terrestrial blessings, thanked him, 
hugged and kissed him when he talked to them personally. However, 
he lost the elections having got very few votes, after which looked 
and sounded very angry with “these ungrateful people” for whom 
he had done so much good, but who didn’t repay him adequately for 
his generosity. 

Besides the mass distribution of TVs and direct buying of votes 
during election campaigns, oligarchs may apply other, more civi-
lized mechanisms for attracting the electorate, such as organized 
charity aimed at particular groups of the population, financing social 
institutions like hospitals and schools (as done by S. Aleksanyan) 
or the provision of financial support to students and researchers 
through foundations established for such purposes (e.g. G. Tsaruk-
yan’s Foundation).    

Luxury in an oligarchic way  
The word “luxury” is used quite often as one of the most charac-

teristic feature of the oligarchic life style. Oligarchs live in “luxury 
houses”, drive “luxury cars”, eat “luxury food” etc. However, my 
task as an anthropologist is to understand what kind of commodi-
ties and properties may be considered “luxurious” for the Armenian 
oligarchs in the first quarter of the 21st century. In the socio-anthro-
pological context, the notion of luxury is one of the hardest to de-
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fine. For example, Sombart thought that “luxury” should be defined 
through the related concept of “necessity”, where luxury is every-
thing which is beyond necessity taken in both quantitative and qual-
itative aspects (Csaba 2008: 3-5). A. Appadurai offered a different 
concept of luxury, which proposes that luxury goods are incarnat-
ed signs. To Appadurai, luxury may be regarded rather as a special 
“register” of consumption than a special class of things. This “luxu-
ry register” may have the following attributes: restriction to elites by 
law or price; complexity of acquisition; semiotic virtuosity; codes 
for “appropriate” consumption demanding specialized knowledge; 
and a high degree of linkage of their consumption of body, person 
and personality (Appadurai 1986: 38). Taking all these features into 
account, luxury (chokhutiun in Armenian) in the context of our re-
search may be defined as a conceptual tool for the description of the 
comparative value of everything belonging to oligarchs. This val-
ue may be described in terms of quantitative characteristics (more, 
higher, larger) and specific style-related and other esthetic preferenc-
es encoding the meanings of power and wealth. The “kitsch” style 
prevails in the architecture and furnishing of houses, which is man-
ifested through copying elitist styles of different historical periods 
like Antiquity, Renaissance, Baroque, Russian Imperial classicism, 
and the Armenian Middle Ages or current Dubai-like luxury style, 
or even mixing all possible “high” styles, is meant to embody ma-
terial wealth and the power of the “chosen”1. The domestic servant 
of one of the oligarchs described his house as a “museum” because 
of the presence of many luxury objects, which she imagines could 

1 For an analysis of the kitsch style as a mass replication of the authentic art styles, 
see e.g. Abrahamian 2014.
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be placed only in museums. She could barely figure out their actu-
al cost, but her education let her associate these objects with those 
having real historical value. The common tendency of copying his-
torical styles may be observed in cases of both private and business 
properties. One of the restaurants belonging to an oligarch is built in 
the form of a medieval castle; the other is shaped like the Egyptian 
pyramids. Another sign of luxury is an abundance of decorations, 
gold and the huge sizes and volumes of objects: golden and richly 
decorated heavy chains and big watches, enormous cars, gigantic 
castles and palaces, massive furniture, etc1. Even the VIP room in 
a Yerevan hospital, usually meant for oligarchs because of its high 
cost and isolated location, is so big that it reminds one of an aver-
age-size two-room apartment with a kitchen. All the furniture there 
is also huge, whereas the quality of medical assistance is the same.

The looks of most oligarchs are far from reproducing the patterns 
of sophisticated taste like the representatives of the European “beau 
monde” meaning stars, intellectuals and politicians. The feminine 
nature of male fashion in the last decades does not correspond to the 
overtly homophobic system of values in the oligarchy, influenced as 
it was indicated before by traditionalistic, criminal and partocratic 
patterns. This system of values imposes the masculine image com-
posed as a mixture of the Soviet criminal code and nomenklatura 
imperatives of a “normal masculine look”. It includes shortly cut 
or even shaved off hair, traditional “masculine” clothes like suits, 
shirts and ties, “masculine” colors (grey, black, blue, brown, white), 

1 The recent family photos of the Minister of Defense Seyran Ohanyan demonstrate 
this type of “golden” luxury with Baroque-style furniture and china, and a moun-
tain of strawberries of huge sizes in a huge plate put in the middle of the “family 
table”. 
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and styles (“smart” and “sporty” styles)  of clothing. One can rarely 
encounter the signs of femininity often specific to intellectuals or 
representatives of artistic bohemia such as neck scarves, earrings 
or brooches, or even a beard (only a few Armenian oligarchs have 
beards, the majority is clean shaven). Instead, some characteris-
tics of the criminal style, like tattoos, golden rings and chains, dark 
glasses, may be present (see, e.g. Glonti, Lobzhanidze 2004: 79-80). 

An integral part of an oligarch’s image is his car1. In the Sovi-
et hierarchy of prestigious commodities, a personal car was among 
those at the top of a pyramid. Although in the last Soviet decade, cars 
grew more and more accessible for larger groups of citizens, it still 
remained a sign of belonging to relatively affluent and elitist groups. 
In the hierarchy of the least and most prestigious models of cars, 
their size was important as much as their technical characteristics 
and color. As many may remember, a model of Soviet jeep called 
the “Niva” and especially its white option was considered the most 
desirable and most prestigious one among the Armenian males. The 
oligarchic system of values inherited this love for massive SUVs, 
black this time. The bigger the car, the more prestigious it is con-
sidered to be. Black Hummer, Nissan or Toyota cars and SUVs with 
tinted windows are the calling cards of an oligarch and his suite2. 
Such cars may violate traffic rules, but even in this case they are 

1 As Gagik Tsarukyan said in an interview: “Հայաստանից դուրս շատ կարեւոր 
է, որ ձեռքիդ ժամացույցը, մատանին, հագուկապդ, նաեւ՝ մեքենադ լավը 
լինեն” (“Outside Armenia, people consider it very important to have a luxury 
watch, ring, suit and car”). In fact, he listed the main signs of wealth and luxury 
characteristic of the Armenian oligarchy. (“Մարդը պետք է ձգտի ամեն ինչում 
հազթող լինի” (“A person should aspire to be a winner in everything”), interview 
with Gagik Tsarukyan, 2008, see at: http://archive.168.am/am/articles/15876. 
2 Such cars are usually perceived as those belonging to oligarchs. 
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usually not stopped by the Traffic Police, which is corrupted in part, 
and simply fears the oligarch’s revenge for the other part.           

Religion and oligarchs
Religiosity is an exposed value for the majority of oligarchs, espe-

cially those who pretend to play a serious political role. Positioning 
themselves as devoted Christians and pious adepts of the Armenian 
Apostolic Church has proved necessary for several reasons. First, 
the Armenian Apostolic Church itself is an oligarchic-type organiza-
tion that claims to have a monopoly on being a unique religious or-
ganization for all Armenians (Antonyan 2015 II: 35-37). To be such, 
it needs the strong support of centralized secular authorities and, in 
turn, is able to back oligarchs institutionally in their aspirations for 
power and influence. Second, the exposed religiosity may improve 
an oligarch’s image in the eyes of voters in the period of election 
campaigns for the positions of mayor, Member of Parliament or 
even the President (Antonyan 2015 I: 87-88). The demonstration of 
fervent piety is valued in the context of oligarchic practices rather 
than those related to common religiosity norms. That implies man-
ifestations of hierarchic distinctions and luxury during family ritu-
als (baptism, wedding, funerals, holidays) and the prioritization of 
“networking” with the church through donations, the construction 
and repair of churches, providing gifts and personal support to cler-
gymen (Antonyan 2015 II: 38). 

As mentioned earlier, oligarchs like “marking” the territories of 
their influence with newly-built churches. Patronizing1 and/or con-

1 Being the patron of a church usually means being appointed to the official posi-
tion of khachkavor, i.e. the “godfather” of the church.
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structing churches have become a prestige practice for oligarchs re-
gardless of their personal level of religiosity. Being selected as the 
patron of a church means a recognition of the influence, power and 
material capacities of an oligarch. This is like an added value to the 
oligarchic status and everyone wants to get it.  

Besides this, the construction and renovation of churches may 
also imply direct economic benefits, as all church-related activities 
are tax-free, according to the constitution. “Hrant Vardanyan1 is 
building a church in Masis for several years already. He will build it 
for fifteen years more, because he doesn’t pay taxes for the money 
spent”. Such utterances and opinions have been frequent among our 
interlocutors.  

Socialization and reproduction of the Armenian oligarchic elite
The socialization of elites must happen in the elitist environment. 

Education in the Soviet Union was formally equal for everyone and 
this was true for the majority of the population. Elitist schools should 
not have existed by default. However, there were schools which had 
a reputation of being “elitist” and were actually aimed at the repro-
duction of the nomenklatura elites. Those were either schools locat-
ed in the prestigious central part of the city and better equipped than 
others, or those with a special focus on this or that discipline (math-
ematics, languages, music) that implied the select nature of their 
students. Private schools opened in the post-Soviet period stood in 
opposition to free standardized state schools by claiming their abili-
ty to provide a better education. The high cost of education in these 

1 Hrant Vardanyan had passed away by the time of the interview, perhaps the 
interviewee meant that his family would build the church.
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schools and a thorough selection of students in some of them made 
them “elitist” and put them at the top of the hierarchy of schools. The 
formation of the oligarchic elite made those schools more expensive 
and therefore more “elitist”. Some state schools located in the center 
of the city kept their “elitism”, still true to the Soviet reputation and 
memories. However, the concept of elitism is associated more with 
the amount of money parents should invest into the school (as a fee 
or voluntary donations, especially encouraged in state schools) and 
the select nature of students rather than with the quality of education. 
Having children of oligarchs studying at a school become part of the 
school’s calling card, and the more elitist students who study in a 
school, the more elitist it is thought to be. One of my interlocutors, 
a member of the opposition, remembered that after noticing how 
the number of children of oligarchs was increasing in the school 
where his own children studied, he had said to the school principle, 
half-serious and half-joking, that it was time to withdraw his chil-
dren from the school, because studying with the children of those 
against whom he fights is incompatible with his principles.

The presence of the children of oligarchs may lead to major so-
cial segregation among students, because children from affluent and 
rich families form the upper level of indicators of wealth and pres-
tige, which can hardly be reached by the majority of students from 
ordinary families. These indicators mainly include the specifics of 
the consumption culture (clothes, gadgets, food, leisure, etc.) and 
a readiness to improve the physical condition of the school at their 
expense (repair, purchase \new furniture, books, clean classrooms, 
etc.). It is a shame to confess that one does not have enough money 
to respond to social demands like these and thus demonstrate that 
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one’s claims to be elite were false. One of my interviewees, a single 
mother of a child who studied in a public school with an “elitist” 
reputation, complained about the permanent requests for money for 
different “school” or “class” needs. On one occasion, she got angry 
about this, and another parent replied to her, “Why did you send 
your child to this school? Didn’t you know that only the rich study 
here?” The woman recalled that she went red with shame at these 
words. 

Some “elitist” schools (Kvant, Ayb) conduct a strict selection of 
students through their knowledge and motivations. As the education 
fee is very high in these schools (sometimes even higher than in 
universities), the selection corresponds to the principle of “the best 
among the rich”.1 The elitism of a school can be defined according 
to some other criteria like a “western” type of teaching (international 
schools, or schools for diplomats)2. 

In general, oligarchy is giving more and more importance to 
the desire for the education of their children to correspond to in-
ternational standards. This demand underlies the tendency for the 
establishment of closed elitist schools, like the international quality 
schools in Vahakni, Dilijan. An “inclusive” education practice (oli-
garchs’ children studying with ordinary ones) is gradually ceding 
to an “exclusive” education style. The inclusive one implies the re-
production of a hierarchical model of society in the school or in the 
classroom, and the exclusive one isolates the elected from the other 

1 At the same time, Ayb provides indigent but talented students with grants partly 
or totally covering the tuition fee. 
2  See «Где учатся дети олигархов» (“Where do the children of oligarchs study?”), 
http://novostink.ru/armenia/9269-168-zham-gde-uchatsya-deti-armyanskix-
oligarxov.html 
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strata of society. In this context, it is worth referring to the words of 
the ex-Minister of Education Armen Ashotyan who was reproached 
for sending his son to the Ayb private elitist school while ordinary 
people have to study in public schools reorganized and reformed by 
him and his team. He defended himself by saying that the goal of 
sending his son to an elitist school was to prevent him from having a 
feeling of being “selected” among inferiors in a public school, while 
in an elitist one he can feel equal with others “selected”.   

Elite or not elite?
The notions of oligarchy and the elite are differentiated and even 

opposed to each other in Winters’ book mentioned in the beginning 
of this chapter. Without sharing this—too formal, in my opinion, 
point of view—I compare it with a widely spread discursive trend 
of opposing oligarchy and intelligentsia as “false” elites and “true” 
elites. Many articles, essays and interviews in the mass media and 
social networks come to the common opinion that oligarchs are not 
the true elite, because their lifestyle, values, morality and activities 
cannot serve as an example for ordinary people to copy, though this 
is what happens to some extent in reality.   

Interestingly, in this case the key concepts defining the elite and 
the oligarchy are very close to those identified by Winters: mate-
rial power and non-material power. The “true”—i.e., non-materi-
al—power refers to aristocratism, charisma, education and talent, 
whereas the “false” power is merely the power that comes from 
money and coercion. The oligarchy’s place among the true, authen-
tic elite is rejected based on the four conventional dimensions of 
public discourse: nationalistic, intellectualistic, liberalistic, and tra-
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ditionalistic. The nationalistic dimension accuses oligarchs of not 
following the interests of the nation, lacking political romanticism, 
and the absence of a readiness to sacrifice their own interests in the 
name of the interests of the nation and state. In the intellectualistic 
dimension, oligarchs are not the true elite as they do not correspond 
to the high criteria of well-breeding, education, morality and intel-
lect that the ideal elite should possess. A liberalistic approach gauges 
the authenticity of the elite in terms of democracy, human rights, and 
political and economic rationalism that require rather moderate and 
wise strategies in the defense and promotion of their own interests 
in order not to destroy the economic and political stability of the 
state. And finally, the traditionalistic dimension accuses oligarchs of 
the frequent disregard of such concepts of the Armenian traditional 
morality and system of values as “honor” (tasib, pativ), which is 
considered to be an integral part of normative male behavior. 

Discussions of the authenticity of elites can be compared with 
those of the authenticity of the Soviet intelligentsia raised by the 
late Soviet intellectuals protesting against the nomenklatura’s elitist 
positions in society1. Triggered by such discursive trends, the oligar-
chy which is formally the political and economic elite is however 
forced to prove its “elitism” by emulating some accepted patterns of 
elitism like education, style, looks, etc. For instance, there is a trend 
towards the mass acquisition (or just buying) of higher education 
diplomas or academic degrees2 by oligarchs, through which they try 
to prove their intellectual and educational eligibility. Thus, Samvel 

1 For details on the discourse of authenticity of the Armenian Soviet and post-So-
viet intelligentsia see Antonyan 2012: 85-86.
2 Late academic degrees were received e.g. by Mikhail Bagdasarov (2008), the 
mayor of Yerevan Taron Margaryan (2013). 
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Alexanyan got his diploma from the Agrarian University in 2002 at 
the age of 34, Manvel Grigoryan “graduated” from Yerevan State 
University, Faculty of Law at 42, Mher Sedrakyan got the diplo-
ma from Vardanants University at 46, etc1. Their widely-advertised 
charity actions are aimed at demonstrating the high moral character-
istics and compassion of oligarchs towards the deprived, while their 
public manifestations of piety present them as followers of Chris-
tian morality and spirituality, their choreographed family photos are 
believed to demonstrate their devotedness to traditionalistic values, 
and attending concerts of visiting famous musicians is expected to 
prove their exquisite taste and cultural preferences2. Image-making 
services are growing more and more in demand among the oligar-
chic elite. However, all those attempts to fit into the elitist standards 
end up facing more protests and a reluctance to legitimize the oli-
garchy as the elite. In one of his interviews, political science expert 
Alexander Iskandaryan compared the attempts of the current author-
ities to symbolically imitate an independent democratic state with a 
cargo cult. This metaphor was also addressed to oligarchs who try to 
imitate the elite3. 
1 Օլիգարխ-պատգամավորներից ով ինչ կրթություն ունի (“What 
education do oligarch Members of Parliament have?”), at: http://newsbook.
am/?p=16931&l=am/oligarx-patgamavornericvov+inch+krtutyun+e+stacel .
2 During a performance of the world-renowned opera singer Placido Domingo in 
2010, a scandal occurred in relation to the seating of the wife of incumbent Yerevan 
mayor Gagik Beglaryan, aka “Chorny” Gago. The seat was meant for the mayor 
himself and his wife’s status was not high enough to take the place neighboring 
those of the President and the Catholicos. Therefore, she was asked to move to 
another place, but she refused, and her behavior resulted in a serious conflict and 
the subsequent dismissal of the mayor.    
3 Iskandaryan, Interwiew: Интервью с А. Искандаряном, Реальность и имита-
ция (Interview with A. Iskandaryan, Reality and imitation), Համատեքստ (Ha-
matext), http://hamatext.com/interviews/item/50-realnost-i-imitatsiya-1.
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Oligarchy and Neo-feudalism 
V. Volkov considers the system of a mafia-type of violent “entre-

preneurship” as transitional for periods of anomia, which lasts until 
the state is able to suppress it through the monopolistic exertion of 
legal power (Volkov 2012: 73-81). This is true in cases when the 
state and the mafia are structurally differentiated. In Armenia, it has 
been legalized and merged with the state. This creates a new type 
of social and political power, making it typologically very close to 
feudal and Renaissance oligarchy1.

I have already once tried to apply the concept of neo-feudalism to 
the Armenian situation when discussing the phenomenon of the oli-
garchy constructing churches (Antonyan 2015 I: 82). The neo-feudal 
(or, to put it in other terms, neo-patrimonial) approach is discussed 
in the works of Verdery (1996: 205-209), Derluguian (2004: 200, 
224, 256), etc. It is thought to be a model for the interpretation of 
modern social and political processes. But it is also criticized be-
cause it is applied to realities that are only reminiscent of feudalism, 
but do not seem to have direct systemic references and connections. 
Katherine Verdery refers to it in her book about post-socialist Roma-
nia, where she describes the situation when after the weakening and 
total decentralization of power following the collapse of the Com-
munist authorities and the disappearance of pressure and coercive 
efforts of the Soviet Union, local systems of power formed in places. 
Those systems were referred as “entrpepratchiks” as she called the 
previous partocracy representatives who privatized state properties 
and gained ownership of them in a formally legal way, or they were 

1 See the characteristics of feudal and Renaissance oligarchy in Winters (2011: 40-
65), Lachmann (2000: 41-92). 
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also called the “mafia” among the population, suggesting their ties 
and connections, and also the competition between different groups 
in power for economic monopolies and political influence. K. Verd-
ery compares the mafia order with the feudal order by finding formal 
and structural similarities (Verdery 1996: 2005-2006). Following 
some of those comparisons, we can represent the Armenian oligar-
chy like a neo-feudal type of elite. This is possible because of:

•	 A total merger of political, military and economic powers 
within a person; personal control of territories and communities, ab-
solute local power and influence; legitimation of power and capitals 
through religion; extended clans and circles of “vassals”; patroniza-
tion of “subjects”. 

•	 Economy and politics is strongly affected by the monopolistic 
“covenants” that divide the spheres of economy and administrative 
power among the oligarchs; economic and political competition re-
sults in a conflict of oligarchic clans. 

•	 One’s place in the hierarchy of oligarchs is determined by their 
closeness to the “King” or to the “Court” (the President and top au-
thorities). 

•	 Social and cultural practices are intended to maintain and con-
trol the extended power networks and to affirm the oligarchic status 
in a symbolic way. 

And, surprisingly, these statements correspond to that of the 
re-feudalization of Florence of the Renaissance as a result of oligar-
chy’s rule, as R. Lachmann concluded in the aforementioned essay 
(Lachmann 2000: 41-92). 

Oligarchy in Armenia is not something brought from the outside, 
it appears a result of a system of relationships, values, social net-
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works, and kinship ties that are inherited from the previous epochs 
and adopted to serve the goals of accumulation and instrumentaliza-
tion of wealth and power. This system would not exist without the 
direct or indirect involvement of large groups of people - friends, 
relatives, patronized subordinates who in fact share the same values 
and dream to reach the same goals as the oligarchs. Unlike other 
types of elites which tend to deliberately isolate themselves from 
other strata, the oligarchs in Armenia try to get themself involved 
in a web of complicated social relationships within all groups and 
strata of the society in order to form a secure social environment for 
the persistence of their families and their capitals. 
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